The Largest Certification Authority in Europe ‘InfoCert’ Joins EEMA

BRUSSELS, 20th DECEMBER 2017 - EEMA, the leading independent not for profit European think tank focussing on identification, authentication, privacy, risk management, cyber security, the Internet of Things and mobile applications, today announced InfoCert as its latest corporate member. Based in Rome, InfoCert is the largest Certification Authority in Europe.

InfoCert is a member of the Tecnoinvestimenti Group, which offers a wide range of business services, technologies and solutions for small and medium-sized businesses, including credit information and management, subsidized finance for innovation and export marketing consultancy. Through a dedicated Digital Trust Business Unit, that includes InfoCert, the Group offers cutting edge Digital Transaction Management Solutions, digital identity services and Telematic Trust Solutions to large and small companies, professionals and the public sector.

Carmine Auletta, Chief Innovation Officer at InfoCert, explains why the company has chosen to join EEMA: “Being an EEMA member allows InfoCert to enter one of the most qualified European think-thank in the fields of digital identity and authentication. InfoCert, which invests roughly 6% of its turnover in R&D, is a technological leader in Digital Trust and among the most innovative Trust Service Providers in Europe. We look forward to exchanging ideas and experiences with other EEMA members to push the edge of the envelope ever further in this rapidly changing sector.”

InfoCert and EEMA, in fact, share a commitment to research, innovation and collaboration in both the public and private sector, with both organisations actively involved in EU-funded Horizon 2020 innovation projects. EEMA is a project partner for LIGHTest and FutureTrust.

Chair of EEMA, Jon Shamah, comments: “We are delighted to welcome InfoCert to our growing corporate membership. The company has already begun to reap the rewards of being part of the EEMA family by taking an active role in our programme of activities. It was our pleasure to welcome representatives from the company to our ISSE conference in Brussels earlier in November.” Shamah adds: “We look forward to InfoCert making an important contribution to the success of many future EEMA initiatives.”
For more information about EEMA membership visit: https://www.eema.org/membership

About EEMA

Brussels-based EEMA, is the leading independent European think tank focussing on identification, authentication, privacy, risk management, cyber security, the Internet of Things and mobile applications. EEMA’s world class conferences provide the forum to network with digital enterprise experts, high level EC and other government experts. Meanwhile, its series of high level fireside briefings in Brussels and London provide the ideal forum for industry leaders to tackle controversial hot topics in an intimate, invitation only setting.

Through collaboration with EU & Global Partners (including the creation and coordination of the European Trust Foundation), EEMA has an established and growing network throughout Europe. This community provides the ideal platform to disseminate information and share expertise regarding the high-profile and significant EU projects EEMA is involved in. Visit eema.org for more information, or email: info@eema.org

Follow EEMA on Twitter: @EEMA1
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InfoCert SpA

InfoCert, member of the Tecnoinvestimenti Group, is the Italian market leader in digitalisation and dematerialisation services, one of the main European Certification Authorities and Provider of Trust Business Solutions such as e-Delivery, e-Signature and Long-Term Preservation. In Italy, InfoCert is an official Identity Provider (accredited by AgID) for citizens and companies in the SPID (Public System for management of the Digital Identity) environment. InfoCert is expanding internationally and in 2016 successfully marketed its digital transformation services in over ten foreign countries.
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